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Expect more

We’ve been successfully providing some of the best
solutions for heat transfer and accompanying technologies
for 25 years now. And we’re building on that success by
offering you more of the same – that’s turning our satisfied
customers into delighted ones.
But not everything is the same. We have a new look,
together with new enthusiasm, and we’re working hard on
new solutions that are kinder to our environment, yet give
you even greater economies.
We’re changing for the better.
Let us tell you how our solutions can make your world a
little better.
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In an increasingly
complex world,
simplicity is about to become
hard currency...
Henrik Ewetz
Market Communications Manager

D

oing things simply is more important than
doing them correctly. Maybe the reader of
this sentence would say “no way” without
hesitating. However, if I said that the man who once
uttered these words was Albert Einstein, maybe you
would change your mind and think twice about it.
Without being an “Einstein” in any way, I wonder
whether things cannot be done both correctly and
simply?
In an increasingly complex world, simplicity is
about to become hard currency. But still, ingenuity is
always related to simplicity. At the same time, it is
important to remember that behind every congenial,
simple, straightforward and seemingly effortless
outcome, there is usually endless blood, sweat and
tears. I don't know for sure, but I doubt Mr Einstein
hatched the world's most famous equation – E=mc2
– over a coffee break while working as a patent
office clerk in Berne at the beginning of the last
century. And yet, it is the simplicity of these few
characters explaining so many of the enigmas of
the universe that is so beautiful.

Hard work behind the scenes is crucial in being
able to provide your customer with a simple but truly
delightful result. You cannot expect that being too
carefree will foster that desirable solution. On the
contrary, plenty of thinking ahead will almost always
lead to a natural and straightforward conclusion that
your customer can enjoy. Once again, I would like to
mention an episode from the life of this super-human
physicist: Einstein claimed to be the only person in
his circle not trying to win a $5,000 Scientific
American prize for the best 3,000-word summary of
the E = mc2 equation (“I don't believe I could do it”).
However, sometimes we have to remember that
we are all quite human, so let me conclude by citing
the insight of the American business guru, Peter
Drucker, who said that it is better to do the right thing
a little badly rather than the wrong thing extremely
well. You will find more about the relationship
between Einstein, CERN’s Large Hadron Collider and
heat exchangers in this issue, and, as always, I hope
you will enjoy reading SWEP Exchange.

Enabling
a boiler
kingdom
Building a boiler kingdom becomes much
easier by utilizing the new E5AS heat
exchanger. High performance levels and a
small footprint allow it to do more with less.
The E5AS has an innovative new asymmetrical plate
pattern and special end plates that enable it to transfer
more heat using less material in boiler applications.
Richard Torssell, Business Engineer at SWEP, says boiler
systems using the E5AS can now be smaller than
competing solutions with comparable performance.
“Compared with current CBE designs, central heating
water circuits using the E5AS experience a lower pressure
drop,” Torssell says. “Pumps can be smaller, and therefore
cost less, while also using less energy.” Another benefit is
that the E5AS is thermally long, yet remains physically
short and compact. This makes it particularly suitable for
the growing condensing boiler market. “A high
performance combined with a small package is great for
domestic systems,” Torssell says. The reason for the
higher thermal performance is an increased pressure drop
on the secondary side, while the pressure drop on the
primary side is lower than in comparable SWEP products.
Torssell particularly highlights the environmental gains in
using the E5AS. It uses less raw material, which saves
resources all the way from ore extraction to final disposal.
“It is also about ten percent lighter than equivalent
solutions with similar performance,” he says. “This saves
on transportation costs and makes both the heat
exchanger and the boiler system easier to handle from
producer to end-user.”
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New evaporator
range from SWEP
SWEP launches the Q80 – a new evaporator range optimized for R407C or R410A heat pump
applications. The Q80 is designed for operations in the lower heat flux segment (2-6 kW/m²).
The Q80 features a new injection system that ensures
perfect distribution of the refrigerant into the evaporator.
The new dedicated distribution system is particularly
suited to heat pump conditions.
Jenny Larsson, Project Office Manager at SWEP, says
the Q80's optimized distribution system provides robust
operating conditions with the lowest superheating.
“The injection system minimizes the heat transfer
surface used for superheating of the refrigerant, while
maintaining stable operating conditions,” Larsson says.
“The injection system is also fully integrated with the
evaporator, thereby eliminating any additional assembly
operations.” According to Jonas Hansson, Sales
Manager, SWEP HUB North Europe, the Q80 can be
used with all commercially available system components.
It also utilizes the most modern and efficient design
available on the market.

“This is a cost-effective and sustainable solution,
because the Q80 is based on the latest channel plate
technology, which further enhances the utilization of the
heat transfer area,” Hansson says. “It is also easy to
install, with no loose components to be assembled thanks
to the integrated connection and distribution system.”
Hansson adds: “The Q80 meets the requirements of
customers looking for improved heat pump
qualities and with high coefficient of
performance (COP) demands.”
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Raising the
environmental profile of

healthcare

services
By introducing a chiller with
an oil-free energy-saving
compressor, Malmö
University Hospital became
the first hospital in Sweden to
have this technology.
The healthcare industry is experiencing change
and challenges, such as increased government
regulation, the escalating cost of healthcare
technologies and the shrinking availability of
qualified doctors and nurses. These challenges
extend to the HVAC systems critical to quality
healthcare.
Malmö is Sweden's third largest city, and its
University Hospital is one of the largest in
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Sweden. The old plant providing comfort cooling to the
Department of Hand Surgery had started to leak
refrigerant, and there were also occasional operational
stoppages.
RegionFastigheter, the department that addresses
real-estate issues at the hospital, decided to invest in
much more environmentally friendly cooling equipment.
The focus was on low energy consumption and a reduced
amount of refrigerant.

According to Kurt Fyhn at RegionFastigheter, it was
crucial to choose an operational strategy for minimizing
energy use.
“We wanted cooling equipment with superior
operational qualities and very small losses,” he says.
“Therefore, we started scrutinizing and analyzing the
market for the optimal energy solution.” Because most
chillers mostly operate under part-load conditions, this
was a most significant parameter to consider. In the end,
7

B400T and S400T
SWEP's B400T condenser and S400T evaporator support the
Aermec chiller at Malmö University Hospital.
Both the B400T and S400T have been developed to work
extremely effectively at high capacities, enabling compact
solutions in demanding chiller applications.

Vital activity at all hours
Malmö University Hospital, (UMAS), is a university and a regional
hospital that provides basic and highly specialized medical care
for 270,000 Malmö inhabitants, and the whole Southern Health
Region, with approximately 1.6 million inhabitants. UMAS has
approximately 7,000 employees divided into about a hundred
different categories.
On average, 2,000 patients visit UMAS every day:
• 170 of them come for emergency treatment.
• 50 are transported to the Accident and Emergency Department
by ambulance.
• 980 people are in-patients.
• 600 are x-rayed.
• 90 operations are done in the hospital's operating theatres.
• Just over 500 medical and nursing students are being trained.
• The telephone exchange receives 16,000 calls.
• 10 babies are born in the Department of Obstetrics.

a cooling machine made by Aermec in Italy and with
a Turbocor compressor was chosen. This
compressor offers significant efficiency advantages,
especially under part-load conditions.
“Compared with existing compressor technology,
the integrated part-load values of this compressor
application can deliver as much as 50 percent better
performance,” Fyhn says.
He points out that the new compressor starts up
with less than two amps compared with a typical
screw compressor that can pull 500 to 600 amps at
startup. The new compressor also never exceeds
full-load amps, while a screw compressor will pull
locked rotor amps almost immediately – a value five
to six times that of the full-load amps.
According to Fyhn, the new chiller is an example
of how it can take a lot of engineering to make
something simple, and in this case simpler also

Kurt Fyhn, RegionFastigheter, with the
environmentally friendly Aermec chiller
at Malmö University Hospital
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The footprint is
much smaller, thanks
both to the new compressor and
to SWEP's heat exchanger, which
is very compact.

means better. “There were also other advantages that
guided our choice, such as the fact that this is a
centrifugal compressor with only one moving part, which
improves reliability,” Fyhn says. “Another element is its oilfree design, which greatly simplifies not only the
compressor, but also the chiller in which it is used.”
The new chiller for cooling the Department of Hand
Surgery is much less noisy than the old one, and you can
now enter the chiller room without ear protection. In
addition, there is almost no vibration now.
“The footprint is also much smaller, thanks both to the
new compressor and to SWEP's heat exchanger, which is
very compact,” Fyhn says. “So, the conclusion is very
good from an environmental perspective: 85 percent less
refrigerant needed, much higher efficiency with the COP
value at 6, and much less electricity needed – it's actually
reduced by almost 50 percent.”
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Cryogenic chiller
cooperation in China

flows smoothly

Cooperating with SWEP since 2001, Chinese company Tianli has
developed a cryogenic chiller for use with material medicine.
Tianli’s cryogenic chiller is used mainly in the production
of A.P.I. (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient). It chiefly
provides a cooling source for the temperature-reducing
and controlling technology in the production process for
material medicine.
The cryogenic chiller mainly uses a superposing
cooling system, while also using an open-type screw
compressor. The economizer in the high-temperature
10

stage, the condensing evaporator connecting high- and
low-temperature stage all, and the evaporator in the lowtemperature stage all use SWEP’s CBEs.
The cryogenic chiller is also used in many industries
other than the medicine manufacturing field, such as the
chemical and food industries.
“Tianli began producing the Cryogenic Chiller not
long ago, and we have sold more than 50 units,” says

Mr Guanshuo, Vice Technical
Manager at Tianli

Tianli
Tianli Group, established in 1993, operates globally from its
headquarters in Beijing. Tianli Group provides extensive
service to its customers worldwide and its products have
been sold to many countries.
As a daughter company of Tianli Group, Beijing Tianli
Process Technology Co., Ltd (BTPT) is a joint-venture
company engaged in process technology equipment and
peripherals. Its high-quality products have been exported to
areas like Europe, South Asia and North America.
BTPT's range includes products such as Cryogenic
Chillers, Filter Dryers and Bulk Handling Systems, etc.

Mr Guanshuo, Vice Technical Manager at Tianli.
The cooperation between Tianli and SWEP started in
2001. The number of SWEP’s CBEs used in the
cryogenic chiller has almost reached 100 units.
“I hope we can continue this tight cooperation in the
future, and Tianli look forward to the technological
development that will take place in CBEs. This
development can be beneficial to both parties. At the
moment, we use the V400T,” says Mr Guanshuo.
According to Mr Guanshuo, SWEP’s advanced
thinking in terms of product design matches the desires of
Tianli. He also points out that China is developing very
quickly in the medicine manufacturing field. It is therefore
important that deliveries from SWEP’s factory in Suzhou
continue to be as good as they have been up to now, and
that the delivery time may even be shortened to meet
increasingly raised levels of customer expectations.

Cryogenic Chiller
The Tianli factory
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ISO 14001 certification of
SWEP plants in Slovakia and Sweden
ISO 14001 concerns environmental management systems at the factories, and certification means
that manufacturing at the plants complies with all relevant environmental legislation and regulations.
This is an important achievement that complements ISO 9001 quality management certification.
All of SWEP's plants have achieved ISO 14001
certification or expect to be certified shortly: Slovakia,
December 2007; Switzerland, October 2008; Sweden,
December 2008; Malaysia, China and USA, February
2009.
Annette Steinrücken, TQM Manager at SWEP, says
SWEP is committed to running its business in an
environmentally sound and sustainable manner. “We set
goals for continuous improvement in our development,
sourcing, manufacturing and transportation,” she says.
“The ISO 14001 certification is important because our
products are components for environmentally friendly
assemblies. In this way, we want to make sure that our
production does not burden the environment.”
12

Steinrücken adds that many of SWEP's customers have
the environment in focus, and taking responsibility for the
environment is becoming more and more of a sales
argument.
Rikard Malmback, General Manager, SWEP Slovakia,
says the ISO 14001 certification of the plant in Slovakia
has led to the development and implementation of a
complete environmental management system for the
factory.
“The certification proves that we comply with all
relevant legislation and that we are committed to constant
improvement,” he says. “More and more of our customers
are demanding that kind of proof, and ISO 14001 is
precisely what they are looking for.”

Factory opening
brings help to people in China
SWEP's new factory in Suzhou, China, was officially opened on April 12, 2008. Guests from many
parts of the world took part in the ceremony.
Ms. Sun Yanyan, Vice Chairman of Suzhou Industrial Park
Administrative Committee, congratulated SWEP on the
opening of the new factory, and spoke about the
government's continuing support for SWEP in China.
The opening ceremony reflected Chinese tradition with
colorful events such as lion eye painting and a traditional
lion dance.
Three weeks later, on May 12, disaster struck in China
when a very powerful earthquake hit Sichuan province,
killing tens of thousands of people. Countless others were
injured, homeless or bereaved.
SWEP's representative office in China decided to
donate money to help people in Sichuan, and a disaster

blog was started. Employees of SWEP Suzhou,
colleagues from SWEP worldwide and visitors collected
10,655 Chinese Yuan of which part was donated by
SWEP. The donations were pooled and submitted to the
Suzhou Industrial Park Charity Committee on May 21.
Chinese lion dance

Ong Chin Shuan,
General Manager, Suzhou, China

Nils-Gustaf Tobieson,
President, SWEP, opens the
company’s new factory in
Suzhou, China together with
Ms. Sun Yanyan, Vice Chairman
of Suzhou Industrial Park
Administrative Committee. The
opening ceremony reflected
Chinese tradition with formal
speeches and exciting events.
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Lighter cars consume less fuel

- good for the
environment
...environmental
awareness affects
the choices of consumers
when it comes to cars...
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Environmental issues have forced the
automotive industry to reconsider the way cars
are designed. Using less raw material and
reducing fuel consumption are high on the
agenda. Swedish component supplier Haldex
delivers solutions that meet both these
requirements.
“For quite some time, there has been a focus on reducing
emissions and fuel consumption,” says Erik Fransén, Vice
President Environment and Quality at Haldex Traction
Systems. “But lately, interest in these matters has really
intensified.”
Over the past few years, requirements for reducing the
greenhouse effect with lower emissions of carbon dioxide
and reduced fuel consumption have increased, and have
also become tougher. Stricter legislation is behind much
of this development.
”Before, it used to be more of a desired direction that
the industry should move along,” Fransén says.
“However, we can now see that the public influence is
much clearer, and there are also obvious links to the
rising oil price. This environmental awareness affects the
choices of consumers when it comes to cars.”
To Haldex, the pure weight of its components has been
an increasingly vital aspect to address. The weight of a
car is more or less proportional to the fuel consumption.
“In the development of our Haldex coupling for four-wheel
drive, we have always had a focus on cost and weight
reduction,” Fransén says. “For example, we have
introduced plastic instead of metals in some parts of the
components, and thereby we have been able to reduce
the weight. Today, we are manufacturing the fourth
generation of the Haldex coupling, and we have managed
to reduce the weight by about one third compared with
the first generation”
Haldex also faces strict requirements in terms of
producing components that must be recyclable.
“We declare into the IMDS system all the material that
our components are made of,” Fransén says. ”The

Erik Fransén, Haldex
Vice President
Environment and
Quality, with the
renowned Haldex
coupling

The renowned Haldex all-wheel drive system
Haldex is a provider of proprietary and innovative solutions
to the global vehicle industry, with the focus on products in
vehicles that enhance safety, the environment and vehicle
dynamics.
Haldex Traction Systems produces electronically
controllable systems for four-wheel drives for cars, known
as AWD systems. Because these systems are controllable,
they can interact better with other subsystems in the car.
The system software can be customized to meet each
carmaker's particular wishes in terms of driving
characteristics and traction.
Among the customers are car manufacturers such as
Volvo, Ford, Land Rover, Volkswagen, Audi, Seat, Skoda
and Bugatti.

International Material Data System
Since the beginning of the new millennium, the EU’s End-ofLife Vehicles (ELV) directive has required car manufacturers
to limit the use of certain environmentally hazardous
substances in new vehicles, while also ensuring that they
are recyclable. To help car producers and suppliers to more
readily deal with the ELV directive, the IMDS (International
Material Data System) database tool has been developed.
The IMDS is a web-based data system enabling auto
industry suppliers to create material data sheets containing
information about the weight and substances of any car
component. The information retrieved from the IMDS by the
car manufacturer will be used to prove legal compliance
and calculated recyclability, and be an active part of product
development.

greatest challenge is the electronics parts, but there
are good methods for doing that nowadays.”
Haldex is also involved in manufacturing a
system designed to clean crankcase gases from
diesel engines with virtually no external pollution.
Legislation on reducing crankcase gases was
introduced in both Japan and Korea several years
ago, and Europe and the USA have followed suit.
15

Reducing the
carbon footprint

at full speed
The business concept of Swedish company
Green & Cool is simple: to supply the
market's most environmentally friendly
refrigeration units.
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According to Stig-Göran Lind, CEO at Green & Cool,
increasing climate awareness and the now mature CO2
technology are creating huge market opportunities. The
phasing out of old refrigerants is also in full swing.
Green & Cool's products have experienced high
demand, especially in Scandinavian countries, partly due
to laws imposing high taxes on HFCs, or forcing the
countries to be more restrictive in their use of HFCs.
“The supermarket chain ICA in Norway will not install
systems with HFCs after January 2010,” he says.
“Already, Danish legislation does not permit systems

In terms of the greenhouse
effect, you can build 1,850
large supermarkets that use CO2 as their

Stig-Göran Lind,
CEO at Green & Cool

cooling refrigerant for every one that
uses HFCs...
containing more than 9.99 kilograms of HFC refrigerant.
The 27 EU heads of state have agreed on an ambitious
climate-change package. All this is proof enough that it is
high time to decrease the carbon footprint.”
Lind says that many of the large supermarket chains
have environmental policies that state that the carbon
footprint has to be reduced.
“They ask us how to do it, and we answer that HFCs
affect the environment up to 3,800 times more than CO2,”
he says. “In terms of the greenhouse effect, you can build
1,850 large supermarkets that use CO2 as their cooling
refrigerant for every one that uses HFCs.” After years of

Green & Cool facts
•
•
•
•
•

First commercial installation in 2003
Founded in January 2007
Located in Luleå, Sweden
Sales in the Nordic countries and Switzerland
Negotiations with major retailers in the UK and USA

CO2 cooling – old technology
becoming new
• First man-made cooling, patented in 1856
• CO2 later replaced by CFCs
• Reinvented in 1993 by Prof. Gustav Lorentzen

investing in the development of CO2 technology, Green &
Cool's products have gained momentum as more and
more customers look for environmentally safe cooling
solutions. The new demand from the food industry has
strengthened the position of Green & Cool as a leading
supplier of refrigeration systems, chillers, and airconditioning units based on CO2.
In October 2008, Green & Cool signed a two-year
exclusive supply contract with UK group Project First to
deliver its green cooling systems to the UK and Ireland.
Green & Cool will also support Project First in providing
an extensive training program for its engineers and
designers to familiarize them with the features of this
technology and ensure correct and safe installation and
maintenance.
In 2008, Green & Cool placed its first order for SWEP's
B16DW-SC-U CBEs to be used as CO2 gas coolers/
condensers. “We chose them because they have smaller
dimensions than shell and tube heat exchangers, and
they are also easier to install,” Lind says.
G&C’s CO2 refrigeration units
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In search of
96 percent of the

UNIVERSE

What is 96 percent of the universe made of? Everything we see in the universe, from
bacteria to galaxies, is made up of matter, which accounts for about four percent. Dark
matter and dark energy are believed to make up the remainder. What they are made of
is the challenge of experiments taking place at CERN, 100 meters beneath the
French-Swiss border.
Investigating the nature of dark matter and dark energy is
one of the largest challenges today in the fields of particle
physics and cosmology.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a gigantic scientific
instrument near Geneva. It is a particle accelerator used
by physicists to study the smallest known particles: the
fundamental building blocks of all things. It will
revolutionize our understanding, from the infinitesimal
world deep within atoms to the vastness of the universe.
Two beams of subatomic particles called hadrons will
travel in opposite directions inside the circular accelerator,
gaining energy with every lap. Physicists will use the LHC
to recreate the conditions just after the Big Bang, by
colliding the two beams head-on at very high energy.
Teams of physicists from around the world will analyze the
particles created in the collisions using special huge
detectors in a number of experiments dedicated to the
LHC.
There are many theories about what will result from
these collisions. For decades, the standard model of

18

particle physics has been a means of understanding the
fundamental laws of nature, but it does not tell the whole
story. Only experimental data using the higher energies
reached by the LHC can push knowledge forward. The
LHC was built to help scientists answer key unresolved
questions in particle physics. The unprecedented energy it
achieves may even reveal some unexpected results that
no one has ever thought of.
At present, there are no established answers to the
following questions: What is mass?
What is the origin of mass? Why do tiny particles weigh
the amount they do? Why do some particles have no
mass at all? The most likely explanation may be found in
the Higgs boson, a key undiscovered particle that is
essential for the standard model to work. First imagined in
1964, it has yet to be observed.
Read more about the Big Bang, CERN and SWEP Heat
Exhangers on page 26.

Cold box for
the LHC
cryogenic
system

Descent of the last
LHC dipole magnet

LHC superconducting radiofrequency cavity in
the LHC tunnel

First LHC
magnets
installed

How the LHC works
The LHC, the world's largest and most powerful
particle accelerator, is the latest addition to CERN's
accelerator complex. It mainly consists of a 27 km
ring of superconducting magnets with a number of
accelerating structures to boost the energy of the
particles along the way.
Inside the accelerator, two beams of particles
travel at close to the speed of light with very high
energies before colliding with one another. The
beams travel in opposite directions in separate
beam pipes, which are two tubes kept at ultra-high
vacuum. They are guided around the accelerator
ring by a strong magnetic field, achieved using
superconducting electromagnets. These are built
from coils of special electric cable that operates in a
superconducting state, efficiently conducting
electricity without resistance or loss of energy. This
requires chilling the magnets to about -271°C, a
temperature colder than outer space. For this
reason, much of the accelerator is connected to a
distribution system for liquid helium, which cools the
magnets, as well as to other supply services.
Thousands of magnets of different varieties and
sizes are used to direct the beams around the
accelerator. These include 1232 dipole magnets of
15 meters length that are used to bend the beams,
and 392 quadrupole magnets, each five to seven
meters long, to focus the beams. Just prior to
collision, another type of magnet is used to
'squeeze' the particles closer together to increase
the chances of collisions. The particles are so tiny
that the task of making them collide is like firing
needles from two positions 10 km apart with such
precision that they meet halfway.
19

Cooling supermarkets

with CO2

20

Few places are so much in the public
eye as supermarkets. Traditionally,
synthetic refrigerants have been used for
cooling in them, but now natural
refrigerants, such as carbon dioxide, are
making strong advances in supermarket
cooling applications.
Given that the energy consumption of supermarkets
accounts for five percent of the total energy consumption,
and that the refrigerant system in supermarkets
represents more than half of the supermarket’s total
energy consumption, it is necessary to aim for highly
efficient systems.
Today, environmental initiatives are encouraging a
move away from many synthetic refrigerants because of
their unwelcome effects, such as global warming and
ozone depletion. Targeted legal and fiscal measures are
forcing system manufacturers and other players in the
cooling industry to consider new solutions. Increasingly,
they are favoring natural refrigerants such as carbon
dioxide (CO2).
Tesco, the global retailer that employs more than
450,000 people worldwide, presented a study in April

2008 before the U.S. Institute of Refrigeration. Tesco said
that the natural refrigerant CO2 (R744) offers a long-term
solution for commercial refrigeration, being "future-proof"
in terms of energy, cost-effectiveness, environmental
performance and safety.
Tesco’s tests with one subcritical cascade and one
transcritical system, working under real-life conditions in
frozen food cabinets, demonstrated that both systems
have been working efficiently without any failure over the
one-year test period. Subcritical cascade systems using
R744 in combination with other primary refrigerants not
only led to energy savings of up to 15% compared with
conventional R404a cooling cycles, but also reduced the
total global warming impact by nearly 60%.
Other findings from the Tesco study included a higher
Coefficient of Performance (COP) for R744 cascade
systems compared with systems running with HFCs
(hydrofluorocarbons), such as R404a. Resulting from
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improved heat transfer within the heat exchanger, and
reduced system pressure drop, this will significantly
reduce indirect global warming emissions.
Moreover, the excellent safety properties of the nontoxic and non-flammable fluid R744 makes it the preferred
choice for large refrigeration systems whose pipes run
through the customer area.

Brazed plate heat exchangers from
SWEP are designed specifically to operate
economically and reliably in supermarket
installations...
To enable the widespread use of CO2 technology,
Tesco calls on system suppliers and service staff to get
familiar with its design and maintenance as soon as
possible.
Tesco Ireland has unveiled the country's first “eco
store”. Using a CO2 refrigeration system and other energy
efficiency initiatives, it will consume 45 percent less
energy than comparable stores and reduce carbon
dioxide emissions by 420 tonnes every year.
Alone, the CO2 refrigeration system used for all fridges
and freezers in Tesco's new Tramore “eco store” will use
15% less energy than a conventional system. In addition,
a combined heat and power unit, which generates
electricity and then uses the excess energy to heat the
store, will also be used to provide chilled water in the
summer months. Other eco innovations include a cold air
recycling system taking cold air from chilled areas to
warmer areas, which Tesco says reduces the store's need
for air conditioning.
Although already widely used in Europe, CO2
refrigeration might see new important development in
North America. Hill Phoenix, leading U.S. manufacturer of
refrigeration systems, has designed a CO2 cascade
system for low-temperature refrigeration for retail chain
Price Chopper Supermarkets. According to Hill Phoenix,
the use of CO2 as a secondary fluid allows on average a
39% reduction in the weight of installed copper pipe
versus a comparable direct expansion installation.
Moreover, the installation is economically beneficial for the
retailer as CO2 is far less expensive than the HFC
refrigerant.
The U.S. retail giant Wal-Mart is currently retrofitting
350 stores with energy-saving HVAC, and 400 with more
energy-efficient refrigeration systems. Wal-Mart aims at
saving up to 30 percent of energy for all new stores by
2009.
The new concept is based on fully integrated cooling
and refrigeration systems that allow 100 percent of the
heat rejected by the refrigeration system be reclaimed into
22

the HVAC system. Wal-Mart now hopes that innovative
systems can help save money for consumers and energy
costs for the retailer.
In terms of environmental legislation, The U.S. state of
California has proposed an extensive set of leak
detection, repair, reporting and retrofitting rules for large
air conditioning and refrigeration systems using high
global warming F-gases.
Warehouses, food processing, supermarkets, office
buildings, hospitals or hotels would thus be required to
register before January 2010 to comply with a set of legal
requirements aimed at reducing emissions of high global
warming refrigerants. Meanwhile, facilities using natural
refrigerants, such as CO2 or ammonia, would not need to
register and would not be subject to any restriction set out
in the regulation presented to the public in September
2008. In Germany, CO2 appears to be the environmentally
superior alternative to current supermarket refrigeration
systems, according to a recent report on behalf of the
German Environment Ministry. The Ministry made clear
that it intends to help the industry in its transition towards

Discount
Today, plug-in display cases are common in many smaller
stores. SWEP's B80-M CBE is ideal for systems of this type,
for use in stores requiring up to 80 kW MT and 10 kW LT
cooling. Systems can also be configured with a cascade heat
exchanger to limit the requirement for HFC
(hydrofluorocarbon) refrigerants. SWEP B16-U CBEs are
designed to work safely and efficiently at up to 140 bar. This
is very important because these very efficient systems
operate transcritically and exploit the high discharge
temperature of CO2, which requires high pressures.

Supermarket
In a typical supermarket, the cooling capacity required (up to
250 kW MT, 50 kW LT) favors centralized systems that
incorporate heat recovery. SWEP CBEs designed specifically
for this role enable economical direct or indirect operation.
Indirect systems using CO2 as a single phase pumpable fluid
are increasingly popular for both LT and MT duty. Carbon
dioxide's high vapor density minimizes the load on the pump
and makes it a good alternative to glycol as a secondary
fluid. SWEP's B200-M and B400-M CBEs are ideal in these
systems.

Hypermarket
Catering for the needs of
supermarkets of all sizes
SWEP has carefully analyzed the needs of food cabinet
producers and supermarkets of all sizes. As a result, the
company can offer a comprehensive range with optimal heat
transfer areas and holdup volumes. For typical LT and MT
capacity requirements, SWEP's standard products perform
efficiently, safely and reliably at up to 45 bar. For heat
recovery in transcritical installations, SWEP offers proven
CBEs for working pressures up to 140 bar.
SWEP has built up a complete dedicated Coldplate®
range based on the benefits of CBE technology. The
Coldplate range meets the legal requirements on the critical
charge, provides the mechanical strength for CO2
requirements, and aims at a high COP-value in supermarket
refrigeration for stores of different sizes.

The very largest supermarkets require cooling capacities
exceeding 350 kW, for which SWEP's B400-M and B500-H
heat exchangers provide an economical and versatile
solution. Parallel configurations are available to enable
pumped CO2 systems achieve the highest capacities. In
supermarkets on this scale, heat recovery from high-pressure
transcritical systems is vital, and SWEP's B16-U is ideal with
approval for operation at up to 140 bar.

natural refrigerants. These include financial support for
systems in Germany and demonstration projects in
three countries. The use of quality labels for the
promotion of environmentally friendly supermarkets is
also considered. The leading food retailer ALDI Süd will
install five new CO2 refrigeration systems in Germany,
with more planned for the future. “Although the initial
investment in CO2 plants is higher than conventional
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Cogener
the environmental way
of using excess heat
plants, we are
thinking about the
long-term payback and are keen to invest in
technologies that have more future potential,"
said Holger Schneider, who leads
refrigeration technology procurement at ALDI
SÜD Germany.
According to Björn Felgenhauer, at SWEP
in Germany, carbon dioxide is a very suitable
refrigerant for low-temperature applications
such as supermarket chiller cabinets.
“Nevertheless, its low triple point
(-56.6°C) means CO2 imposes tough
demands on equipment that must operate
from -50°C to 5°C at high pressure (40 bar),”
he says. “Brazed plate heat exchangers from
SWEP are designed specifically to operate
economically and reliably in supermarket
installations under these conditions.”
Felgenhauer adds that SWEP's optimized
CBEs enable CO2-based systems to achieve
high COP values. They keep running costs
low and make it possible to recover much of
the energy used for cooling and re-use it for
heating.
“When we compare costs over the lifetime
of a refrigerant system in a supermarket, the
running energy cost will be over 50 percent of
the total cost. To be prepared for the future, it
is therefore very important to have a very
efficient system. Moreover, the initial
investment cost will be amortized very
quickly,” Felgenhauer says.
“Pumped CO2 circulation also has
advantages over typical brine-based
systems,” he says. “Faster response time
gives greater flexibility, and pipe diameters
are smaller, saving on capital costs and
valuable retail space.”
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Cogeneration systems - also called
combined heat and power (CHP) systems generate both heat and power, and are
inherently better for the environment. Rather
than escaping up the chimney, the excess
heat produced during combustion can be
used, for example, to provide hot water or to
drive an absorption chiller for air
conditioning.
In the Kyoto protocol, the members have committed to reducing
CO2 emissions. Discussions are ongoing and will hopefully reach
an end in Copenhagen in December 2009.
The German government has already taken the first steps
and has set up a climate-protection program. One part is to
subsidize cogeneration. The goal is to obtain 25 percent of the
total power consumed from cogeneration by 2020.
Cogeneration is an attractive option in almost any application
where there is a requirement for both heat and power.
Cogeneration systems can meet the needs of small, medium
and large projects. And because they are virtually silent in
operation, they can be used just as readily in healthcare,
residential or office developments as in industrial applications.
Björn Felgenhauer at SWEP in Germany says each unit of
heat and power generated using a cogeneration system means
less CO2 released to the atmosphere. And by producing
electricity where it is needed, rather than in a remote power
station, there are no transmission losses.
Fuels such as gas, coal, oil, biomass and hydrogen are burnt
to release energy, which is then harnessed to serve some useful

ration
purpose. The most basic form of the released energy is
heat - as in a domestic boiler - and this can then be
distributed via a heat exchanger and a circulating fluid to
be used for water and space heating.
In addition to the classical version of motor-driven
cogeneration, SWEP is now also examining cogeneration
projects such as fuel cells, Stirling engines and ORC
systems where efficient heat transfer can be accomplished
by CBEs.
“There are results showing that cogeneration systems
utilize the waste heat produced during engine operation to
generate overall plant efficiencies of more than 90
percent,” Felgenhauer says. “This efficient form of energy
conversion achieves substantial primary energy savings by
using a cogeneration system instead of separate power
and heat generation equipment. Transportation and
distribution losses are also reduced or eliminated as the
decentralized energy supply is set up where it is needed.”

SWEP's cogeneration contributions
For example, cogeneration systems can provide
back-up power in airports or other places where
power cuts or heat discharges are highly
undesirable. Compact brazed heat exchangers are
very suitable for taking care of excess heat during
the operation of a cogeneration engine.
“SWEP has been working with cogeneration
since the early 1990's and has designed heat
exchangers for different capacity ranges. From the
smallest version (B5) through the medium-sized
heat exchangers (B120T and B50) to the largest
B427 units ( 624 series: oil- and jacket-water
cooling: total heat recovery of 1MWtherm),” says Björn
Felgenhauer at SWEP in Germany.
SWEP's heat exchangers have been combined
with all existing motors, and have been used in all
areas in the world. The thermal and hydraulic
requirements can be adjusted by increasing the
area or having a static controlled bypass line to
reduce the pressure drop.
“In the oil and water motor system, the brazed
plate heat exchanger (CBE) is a good choice
because of its high efficiency,” Felgenhauer says.
“The space can be reduced and close temperature
approaches can be run, giving high energy returns.
Thanks to the CBE’s robust construction, working
pressures of 31 bar or even 45 bar can be reached
while high reliability is maintained. Moreover, the
CBE has a very low power-to-weight ratio, so the
system can be optimized in terms of size.”
“Since the stainless steel plates of the CBE are
pressed in a herringbone pattern, the turbulence in
the heat exchanger unit is close to optimal,”
Felgenhauer adds. “The turbulence of the fluids
favors the thermodynamic efficiency, enabling the
CBE to work with very low temperature differences
and still have a small footprint. The B50Hx110 is
also ideal for narrow spaces.”

B50Hx110
The B50Hx110 can be used to cool the ethylene
glycol circuit in a cogeneration plant.
Thanks to the compact brazed heat exchanger, the
heat can be transferred efficiently from the ethylene
glycol to the heating water.

Application data
CBE type B50Hx110
Special features Vacuum-brazed SAE flanges
B50Hx110 dimensions 547 x 241 x 524 mm
B50Hx110 weight 98 kg
Ethylene glycol temperatures 88 to 82 ºC
Water temperatures 80 to 86 ºC

Onsite power with SWEP B50
Heat Exchanger inside
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BIG
BANG
boom needs CO2
CO2 is used as the cooling fluid to
control the temperature of two large
physics experiments studying the
Big Bang. The Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer experiment (AMS) on
the International Space Station
studies the remains of the Big Bang
in space, while the LHCb
experiment at CERN studies the
mini Big Bang created in the newly
constructed Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN.
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The central tracking detectors of both experiments use
CO2 cooling, because CO2 can withstand large doses of
radiation and allows the use of small cooling tubes in the
detector. Reduction of mass in the detectors is important,
because this reduces disturbance of the particle track
measurements.
The CO2 cooling for the AMS satellite was designed by
NIKHEF (see facts box) using some technologies used in
heat pipes for satellites. The space concept of controlling
a CO2 loop was later adopted as a method for cooling the
central detector of LHCb, the Vertex Locator (VELO).
LHCb is an experiment set up to explore what
happened right after the Big Bang. It studies the
asymmetry in the creation of matter and antimatter in the
early seconds of our universe. It is not yet understood why
the antimatter has disappeared, leaving us with a universe
of only matter. Another theory is that the antimatter is in
distant antigalaxies. The AMS experiment is looking for
antimatter traces in outer space. Coincidently, two
competing experiments testing two opposing scientific
theories both need the same technologies, in CO2 cooling,
to be successful.
The space borne concept was named 2PACL, which
stands for 2-Phase Accumulator Controlled Loop. The
2PACL method uses a control vessel, which accumulates
a saturated liquid/vapor mixture. This accumulator vessel
is connected to a pumped 2-phase loop and controls very

accurately the evaporation temperature in the
experiments. The 2PACL is a very simple way of
operating a pumped 2-phase system. Spin-offs can be
seen in precision cooling for scientific or industrial use.
The AMS-2PACL CO2 system uses the cold of outer
space to reject the waste heat of the experiment via
radiator panels. The 2PACL system for the LHCb-VELO
rejects the heat towards a commercial HFC-chiller.

“The release of the B16DW-UHP from SWEP has
proved that we had made the right design choice,” he
says.
The CO2 cooling system for the LHCb-VELO is now
operating 100 meters underground in the LHC tunnel. The
detector is nearly finished and has measured particle
interactions from the LHC tests in September 2008, an
event that was broadcast all around the world.
The CO2 cooling system on the AMS satellite will be
installed in early 2009. The AMS satellite will be launched
to the space station in 2010.

The release of the B16DW-UHP
from SWEP has proved that we
had made the right design choice...
Bart Verlaat, Research Engineer at NIKHEF, says that
finding a reliable high-pressure heat exchanger was one
of the most difficult items in the development of the
2PACL for the VELO cooling system.
“As we discovered that a strong internal structure was
needed, the double-wall B16 was selected as the test
object,” he adds. “The idea was that a double wall is twice
as strong. Pressure tests at 170 bar did not damage the
heat exchangers. Later, we discovered that the small
wave pattern of the B16DW was also a key to the
success.”
The reinforced B16DW heat exchangers were
eventually used successfully in the construction of the
LHCb-VELO cooling system.
“We could not find any data on the double-wall heat
exchangers for condensing CO2 and evaporating R507a,
as they were designed for clean water systems,” Verlaat
says. “We were also afraid that the thermal mass of the
30mm thick steel end plates was affecting our system
dynamics. But none of our worries materialized. All the
reinforced B16DW heat exchangers worked beyond our
expectations,” Verlaat says. Verlaat and his team were
happy with the successful development of a reinforced
B16DW as a high-pressure heat exchanger.

The cooling bridge is positioned in the back of the
VELO and connected to the transfer lines

VELO Thermal Control System (VTCS)
The VELO Thermal Control System (VTCS) is a cascade of
three hydraulic systems. An HFC chiller is connected to the
CO2 2PACL system and condenses the CO2 vapor
generated in the VELO detector. The HFC chiller rejects its
waste heat to CERN’s cold water system.
The HFC chiller has gas compressors, water and air
condensers, evaporators and electronic expansion valves.
The CO2 2PACL system has liquid pumps and 2-phase
accumulators for loop pressure control. The water system is
called the primary cooling system, the chiller the secondary,
and the CO2 2PACL system the so-called tertiary cooling
system.
The main unit of the VTCS is placed 55 meters from the
VELO detector, behind a thick concrete shielding wall. This
wall protects the system from the radiation of the LHC. The
VTCS is designed so that all active hardware is located in
this safe zone. In the detector area only passive piping is
located. The VTCS is characterized as an easy-to-use
system with very stable temperature control. The VTCS has
a wide operational temperature range from 0°C to
-30°C

NIKHEF
The National Institute for Sub-Atomic Physics (NIKHEF) is
located in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. NIKHEF focuses on
the design and construction of ingenious and innovative
detectors, the processing of enormous quantities of
measurements, and the development of theoretical models.

CO2 cooling plant
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Besides dealing with ITrelated stuff at SWEP,
Tobbe Samuelsson also
likes to dive in deep
waters. His main wish is to
meet the white shark.

D iving
for the fun of it

29

The ultimate
dream experience
would be to dive off the
coast of South Africa, and to
be able to see white sharks...
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Tobbe, IT Operation Manager in Landskrona, has been a
recreational diver for over two years. His interest grew out
of pure curiosity.
“The great thing about diving is that it is totally
relaxing,” he says. “It truly has a 'here and now' feeling
about it. It is also fascinating to realize that you are a kind
of a guest invited for a short time into the underwater
environment. To see the movements of octopuses is
really something else, for instance.”
Tobbe likes to dive off the coast of Norway, where the
visibility is quite good. He also goes to the south Red
Sea, which is another diver's haven.
“The ultimate dream experience would be to dive off
the coast of South Africa, and to be able to see white
sharks, but with me in a steel cage, of course!” Tobbe
says, and seems to mean it. “In fact, I am visiting South
Africa to dive in January. But it will be outside the white
shark season, I am sorry to say.”

Recreational and technical diving
Recreational scuba diving grew out of activities such as
snorkeling and underwater hunting. For a long time,
recreational underwater excursions were limited by the
amount of breath that could be held. However, the
invention of the aqualung in 1943 by Jacques-Yves
Cousteau and its development over subsequent years
led to a revolution in recreational diving.
Technical diving and the use of rebreathers are
increasing, particularly in areas of the world where
deeper wreck diving is the main underwater attraction.
Generally, recreational diving depths are limited to a
maximum of between 30 – 40 meters (100 – 130 feet),
beyond which a variety of safety issues make it unsafe to
dive using recreational diving equipment and practices,
and specialized training and equipment for technical
diving are needed.

Diving deeper into the underwater history
1831
An American machinist, Charles Condert, designed a
self-contained diving suit. This was the only US
predecessor to Cousteau's concept of scuba.
1836
The first “how-to” diving manual appeared.
1965
In Thunderball James Bond went underwater to save the
world. The film glamorized and updated the image of
scuba. Diving retailers outfitted many people to look “just
like Bond”.
1975
With the film Jaws, Hollywood-induced “shark-ophobia”
chased people out of the water. Recreational diving
retailing and certification dipped dramatically after the
film's release, ending 15 years of consecutive industry
growth and beginning a long depression.
1983
Orca released the “Edge” dive computer. This was the
first commercially successful dive computer.
Recreational divers could now experience multi-level
diving guided by a computer.
Source: SPUMS Journal
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Virtual servers provide
environmental benefits
An environmentally friendly technology has enabled
SWEP to replace 50 of its servers with just three
thanks to virtualization.
A server provides a service to users over a network.
SWEP has about 100 servers, and replacing 50 of them
with just a few more powerful ones will of course save a
lot of energy, and improve reliability and flexibility. The
switch from the old physical servers to the new virtual
ones began in the second half of 2008 and will be
completed during 2009.
The technology enabling this striking reduction of
server resources is called virtualization.
“We had around 50 of our servers that were nearing
the end of their life cycles,” says Tobbe Samuelsson of
SWEP's IT team. “We started looking for a new solution a
couple of years ago, and we decided to invest in
virtualization technology. Instead of 50 separate servers,
just three powerful ones would provide services via virtual
servers.”
The old servers were not particularly efficient from an
environmental point of view, because they only used
about six to seven percent of their capacity. To give an
idea of the energy wasted, each of the now defunct
servers had carbon dioxide emissions corresponding to
the use of almost two cars. Moreover, it also took a lot of
energy to keep them cool while they were running.
“Virtualization allows us to use 60 to 70 percent of our
capacity, so we only need three servers,” Samuelsson
says. “The remaining 30 to 40 percent is available as a
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reserve in case of breakdowns. Before, if one server
broke down, the application running on it was unavailable
until it had been repaired.”
In the new system, the virtual server can be easily and
quickly moved to another physical server and yet maintain
its operation.
“New servers for new services can be added now in a
very simple way,” Samuelsson says. “Typically, we had to
think five years ahead when we bought hardware. Now, it
is possible to easily expand recourses when needed, and
to have a shorter lead time for deploying a new server. It
is also very convenient if someone needs a server for a
limited period of time.”
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Resources from India
strengthen global chain
SWEP India employees Arpita Maji and Rajesh Jaganatha have visited the SWEP
headquarters in Landskrona to increase their expertise on CBEs. Their mission was to
perform their ordinary jobs in the Swedish environment and to learn more about CBEs.
Arpita Maji works on Research & Development and
Rajesh Jaganatha works on Product Management. They
joined SWEP India in 2008.
“In Sweden, I carried on with my normal work of
creating, modifying and converting drawings in Product
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Management,” says Rajesh Jaganatha.
Arpita Maji is a Software Engineer whose job in India is
to develop libraries for work on fluid properties.
“In Landskrona, I was working on the Fluid Grid
Method project in the Heat Transfer Research Group,”
she says.
Maji and Jaganatha were also in Sweden to increase
their company knowledge.
“It was interesting to learn about Heat Transfer
Research Group projects – their scope, their missions,
who does what,” says Maji. “I also learnt about heat
transfer calculations relating to the various kinds of
CBEs.”
Jaganatha learnt about things like software tools and
more: “I got to know much more about how a CBE works,
how it is assembled, and so on,” he says.
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Simplicity
and beauty
summed up
in one equation

Space travel, the internet, mobile
phones, GPS, nuclear power, atom
bombs: complex stuff, huh? Nope,
they can all be related to something
as simple as a few characters.
“We cannot see directly or even really imagine this
world of Einstein,” says Carl Erik Magnusson, Physics
Associate Professor at Lund University. “This is the
reason we cannot grasp and easily describe in
everyday language what he meant. It is because it is a
world of extreme speeds. A similar problem appears in
the world of minuscule dimensions. We do not have a
language to interpret this universe, and because we
lack experience of it in our daily lives, neither do we
have an everyday code for it. But the mathematics
language works splendidly.”
Yet, Magnusson points out that Einstein joked that it
may be even more important that something is simple
rather than correct.
“True ingenuity is very closely related to simplicity,”
he says. “This kind of simplicity is also the beauty of
Einstein's two postulates of special relativity.”
With his famous equation, E=mc2, probably the only
physics equation to have recognition on the street,
Einstein showed that energy is equivalent to mass.
Energy and matter are two faces of one creature. In
high-speed collisions between accelerated particles
this can actually be “seen”. When high-speed particles
accelerated to almost the speed of light collide with
each other, the smallest building blocks of material
become visible, and the fractured particles show
details of the original matter. This is what happens at
CERN, where the Large Hadron Collider creates
millions of particle collisions every second.
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In June 1905, Albert Einstein wrote one of three
papers that would establish him as one of the world's
leading scientists, and in the process start two conceptual
revolutions that changed our understanding of time,
space and reality.
Einstein started from the postulate that the laws of
science should appear the same to all freely moving
observers. In particular, observers should all measure the
same speed for light, no matter how they were moving.
This required abandoning the idea that there is a
universal quantity called time that all clocks measure.
Instead, everyone would have his own personal time. The
clocks of two people would agree if they were at rest with
respect to each other, but not if they were moving. This
has been confirmed by a number of experiments,
including one in which an extremely accurate timepiece
was flown around the world and then compared with one
that had stayed in place. If you wanted to live longer
compared with your twin, you could keep flying to the east
so the speed of the plane added to the earth's rotation.
Einstein's postulate that the laws of nature should
appear the same to all freely moving observers was the
foundation of the theory of relativity, so called because it
relates world views of observers in relative motion to each
other although Einstein saw it merely as a theory of
invariance. Its beauty and simplicity were convincing to
many scientists and philosophers.
A very important consequence of relativity is the
relation between mass and energy. Einstein's postulate
that the speed of light should appear the same to
everyone implies that nothing transporting energy,
including mass and information, could be moving faster
than light. What happens is that as energy is used to
accelerate a spaceship or any massive particle, the
object's inertia increases, making it harder to accelerate
any more. To reach the speed of light is impossible for a
particle with mass because it would take an infinite
amount of energy. On the other hand, a massless particle
like a photon must travel at the speed of light since it

carries energy. Things get much easier if we speak only of
energy: no particle can carry infinite energy.
Among the consequences of E=mc2 is that if the
nucleus of a uranium atom fissions (splits) into two nuclei
with slightly less total mass, a huge amount of energy is
released. In 1939, with World War II looming, a group of
scientists who realized the implications of this persuaded
Einstein to overcome his pacifist scruples and write a
letter to President Roosevelt urging the U.S. to start a
program of nuclear research. This led to the Manhattan
Project and the atomic bomb that exploded over
Hiroshima in 1945.
Some people blame the atomic bomb on Einstein
because he discovered the relation between mass and
energy. But that is like blaming Newton for the gravity that
causes airplanes to crash. Besides, Einstein took no part
in the Manhattan Project and was horrified by the
explosion.

Postulates of special relativity
1. First postulate (principle of relativity)
The principles of physics are the same in all reference
frames in uniform translatory motion.
2. Second postulate (invariance of c)
Light propagates in empty space with a definite speed c
that is independent of the state of motion of the emitting
body or of the receiver.

Carl Erik Magnusson,
Physics Associate Professor
at Lund University
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SSP steps into the next

generation
The SWEP Software Package (SSP) for
advanced heat exchange calculations is
taking the next step into a new
generation. The launch of the new SSP
will take place in 2009.
This will be the seventh generation of SSP to be
launched. Tobias Persson, Software Development
Manager, says SSP has been updated, and that the new
version is even more user-friendly than its predecessor
SSP CBE.
“We have improved the program, including the
calculation part,” Persson says. “We have implemented a
number of smart functions that make it easier to carry out
the calculations. For instance, we have made it easier to
add new calculations quickly, which provides customers
with faster results.”
Moreover, the graphic interface has been updated, which
provides a clearer structure.
“It now also resembles many other common software
structures and interfaces. Moreover, automatic software
updates are another new feature,” Persson adds.
SSP is also the first large global software project to
have taken place within SWEP. Methods such as agile

development have been used in the work of the Software
Development and Heat Transfer Research departments at
SWEP. The SWEP team in Bangalore in India has also
been vital to the development of the new software,
providing functions such as the fluid editor, product
selector, report generation and report management.
Persson points out that the main objective of the new
SSP is that it should be easy to use, while offering
accurate and fast calculations.
“As before, SSP is very easy to install,” he says. “It is
now also very intuitive to use and clear in terms of
navigation.”

SSP - hard facts about software
The SWEP Software Package - SSP - is the collective
name for the unique software developed for advanced
heat exchange calculations. The software handles
single phase, condenser and evaporator calculations,
to name a few. Simply enter data and SSP immediately
presents the product concept that solves customers'
needs best.
Developed for demanding calculations and with an
intuitive user interface, the program has become a
useful tool for engineers throughout the world. SSP is
the result of modern research and long experience in
heat exchanger technology
You can register for a full license at any time during
the demo period. As a registered user, your personal
code will give you access to the full functionality of the
program. In addition, you will be kept informed about
new updates and versions.
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Going for ADWIS in

Latin America
Brazilian company Schulz has chosen SWEP's innovative patented ADWIS solution.

Schulz S.A. has one of the most complete air compressor
factories in the world, producing diaphragm, piston and
rotary screw compressors and air dryers. It also has a
modern modular and gray iron foundry, as well as
machining with the latest-generation machines producing
components for the automotive industry. Márcio Luiz
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Giacomin, Products Coordinator at Schulz, says ADWIS is
used in air dryer systems, part of air compressor
solutions. It is used in the air compression treatment,
exchanging heat between refrigerant gas and compressed
air, while separating condensate from the compressed air.
“This solution helps Schulz to provide complete solutions

to its customers in all Latin American markets. ADWIS
has three key functions in one product: evaporator,
separator and regenerator,” Giacomin says. “It provides
high efficiency, compactness and easy assembly.”
Evandro de Souza Santos, Products Manager at
Schulz, says ADWIS has proved reliable in tests with the
appropriate refrigeration systems.
“ADWIS showed good results and worked very well in
field tests,” de Souza Santos says. According to
Giacomin, SWEP's team suggested good options for
installing the ADWIS product. “SWEP's team helped us
simulate the application of ADWIS in our conditions, and

their contribution was very important to us,” he says.
Björn Felgenhauer, at SWEP in Germany, says the

SWEP's team helped us
simulate the application of
ADWIS in our conditions, and their
contribution was very important to us...
Márcio Luiz Giacomin,
Products Coordinator at Schulz

ADWIS advantages
Evandro de Souza Santos,
Products Manager at Schulz

• ADWIS has a small footprint, thanks to efficient plate
design. The crucial height dimension is the smallest
available, at only 189 mm for the ADWIS 35-100
Nm/h envelope and 289 mm for the ADWIS 150-400
Nm/h envelope.
The Schulz plant
at Joinville in Brazil

• ADWIS operates safely at up to 30% above nominal
capacity to cope with short-term demands for higher
capacity. The design also ensures that there is no
condensate in the heat exchangers, and no water
remains in ADWIS when the system is off. Water is
drained simply from the unit's lowest point.
• Simple mountings and easy connection make
ADWIS an economical solution. The uncomplicated
envelope, free from voids and piping, facilitates
installation and allows insulation to be standardized.
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Dealers get
tools to boost sales
SWEP's Certified Dealer Package makes it easy for dealers to display and sell the
company's heat exchangers. Through the backing and prestige of a world-leading
brand, SWEP's dealer customers can more easily sell products without dealing with
complex issues.
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SWEP's certified dealers have access to a dedicated
DEALERs portal on SWEP's eBusiness Website. This
allows them to place orders at any time online via a
secure and easy-to-use interface.
“The good thing for dealers is that they do not have to
keep heat exchangers in stock,” says Pär Björkman,
Sales Manager Dealers at SWEP. “Orders placed before
11 am are shipped the same day and reach the customer
within 72 hours for most European countries. So, there is
no need to tie up capital, and no need for warehouse
space. Our certified dealers just use our simple webbased ordering system. Of course, dealers can have
delivery to their own premises as well.”

SWEP offers its certified
dealers dedicated online
support via a chat service...

SWEP's 9-part plan for
boosting dealers' sales.
TOP BEST-SELLERS: A constantly updated list of the
best selling products for dealers' installers. Certified
dealers can always order those high-profile products.

SWEP's eBusiness facility also provides a complete
overview of all outstanding orders and invoices. Dealers
link with SWEP's logistics solutions, keeping them
constantly informed about what is happening with
deliveries.
“It is easy to check stock levels and orders,” Björkman
says. “Moreover, all our heat-exchanger expertise is
available to dealers, in addition to training, support, dealer
events and a free listing on our website, so we can direct
enquiries to our certified dealers.
“SWEP offers its certified dealers dedicated online
support via a chat service,” he adds. “They can discuss
their own questions with SWEP's customer support and
be confident of getting answers relevant to their particular
situation.”
SWEP also offers helpful tools for everyday use, such
as a calculation program and marketing material to
support sales and give customers accurate answers
about CBEs.

INCREASE SALES: A complete package including
stickers, rollups, flags and SWEP's SSP software for
every SWEP Certified Dealer, making it easy to further
increase CBE sales.
HELPDESK: Free access to SWEP's online support
via our chat service. Quick and reliable answers to
dealers' questions.
PARTNER TRAINING: SWEP's extensive partner
training program will keep dealers up-to-date with the
latest information on products and marketing.
DESIGN TOOLS ON THE WEB: Dealers' certified staff
will have access to SWEP's website, with its easy-touse design facilities, such as a quick reference guide
and easy-select tool.
ACCESS TO SWEP CALCULATION SOFTWARE:
Certified dealers have access to free demo licenses
for SWEP's eBusiness concept and products, plus a
special dealer's version of SWEP's SSP calculation
software.
LISTING ON SWEP WEBSITE: Certified dealers will
have a listing on SWEP's public website, where
dealers' businesses are promoted.
ROAD SHOWS AND USER CONFERENCES:
SWEP presents regular events for certified dealers.
SWEP can also support dealers in stores and at their
own events with training in heat exchanger technology
and applications.
FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS: Certified dealers are entitled
to free subscriptions to eNews, press releases and
market information. Success stories can also be
provided to apply in dealers' own sales situations.
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Supporting customers

all over the world
In line with SWEP's overall goal of becoming a World Class Service company in every
respect, Customer Support can be reached easily worldwide.

“It is always easy to get in touch with our Customer
Support in Europe, North and South America and Asia,”
says Ulrika Nordqvist, Customer Support Manager.
As frontline employees, Customer Support is key to
SWEP’s aim of delivering World Class Service to its
customers.
“We have been given both more freedom and
responsibility to give our customers immediate support,”
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Nordqvist says. “We should always be able to provide
correct and fast answers and we will have more authority
to take decisions than ever before.”
She also adds that the Customer Support group is vital
in enhancing the customer focus within the company.
“Our daily contact with our customers gives us realistic
feedback that is very valuable in the constant improvement
of our performance as a company.”
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Going ahead with

World Class Services
SWEP doesn’t want customers to be merely satisfied with the company's products and
services. It wants them to be delighted.
“We are empowering our staff to delight our customers by
offering a constant high level of customer focus,” says
Ingemar Kristensson, WCS Project Manager at SWEP.
“This is absolutely crucial to staying ahead of our
competitors.” The World Class Services (WCS) project
has identified a number of areas to be improved, such as

shipping, samples and prototypes, quotations and claims.
“We have been listening carefully to our customers and
we have learnt a lot from them,” Kristensson says. “Now is
the time to prove that we really are 'at your service', which
is at the heart of SWEP's WCS initiative.”
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New R410A-optimized evaporator
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designed for
flexible chillers

During the spring of 2009, SWEP will launch
the DP300, which is a dedicated R410A
evaporator for flexible chillers. Its high
performance will allow customers to develop
more efficient systems with high COPs.
“We have specifically designed a wide-capacity unit for R410A,
which is a relatively environmentally friendly refrigerant,” says
Henrik Bjerre, Project Manager for DP300 at SWEP. According to
Bjerre, world-leading compressor manufacturer Copeland has
scroll compressors that work well with R410A.
“In general, SWEP true duals can work on full or half load,” he
says. “When the DP300 is working on half load - with full
performance - one compressor rack is turned off, while the other
compressor rack is working with full power.”
Particularly interesting for chiller manufacturers is the fact that
the 50-300 kW capacity range enables them to develop standard
components more easily.
“For instance, the same frame size for a wide capacity range
enables the same piping design,” Bjerre says. “SWEP will also
release the DP300 with connections optimized for low, medium
and maximum loads to provide a broad spectrum of options for
customers.”
Bjerre highlights that the DP300 is an easy retrofit for SWEP's
existing D200 customers. “SWEP also aims to launch a version of
the DP300 in AISI 304 steel, which provides more flexibility for
manufacturers with applications that do not require standard 316
materials,” he says.
The DP300 is in line with SWEP's concept of “less is more”,
which means that as little material as possible is doing as much
as possible.
“The DP300 utilizes less material per heat load, which
provides high kw per kg,” Bjerre says. “The unit plate pattern is
also specially designed for dealing with the high design pressures
that R410A systems require.”

Henrik Bjerre, SWEP in Sweden, and
Alexander Bächler, SWEP in Switzerland,
measuring a DP300 prototype unit after
brazing to confirm the calculations and to
store data for future implementation of the
product in the plant
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SWEP

EXCHANGE.

Expect more

We’ve been successfully providing some of the best
solutions for heat transfer and accompanying technologies
for 25 years now. And we’re building on that success by
offering you more of the same – that’s turning our satisfied
customers into delighted ones.
But not everything is the same. We have a new look,
together with new enthusiasm, and we’re working hard on
new solutions that are kinder to our environment, yet give
you even greater economies.
We’re changing for the better.
Let us tell you how our solutions can make your world a
little better.
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